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I will describe the educational activities that make 

use of the Asiago telescopes.

- Ph.D. (NEON schools)

- Laurea degrees 

- HighSchools

Summary



-  Due to the relative low pressure for obtaining 

observing time, “small” telescopes are suitable for 

educational purposes.

- Wheater conditions, sky brightness, are not so 

relevant.

- observatories are usually easy to reach

- flexibility

Why?



Ph.D. - NEON 

Is an observong school!

NEON (Network of European Observatory of the North)

Opticon Horizon 2020 

Work package 12 'Enhancing community skills, Integrating 

Communities', (chair Heidi Korhonen)

Is running since about 20 years, about one school every year. 

In Asiago we had 6 schools

September 2002, September 2007, September 2012, February 2015, 

September 2018 and February 2024 (completed last week).





Ph.D. - NEON 
 

Partners of the Asiago observatory are:

NOT+INT, Canary Islands

Calar Alto (Spain); 

Observatoire Haute Provence (OHP), France; 

Rozhen, Bulgaria;

but also 

Greece

Moletai Observatory (Lithuania)

 

 

 

 



NEON 
2000 Calar Alto: 1.2m and 2.2m telescopes

2001 Observatoire Houte Provence: 1.93m and 1.52m

2002 Asiago 1.8m and 1.2m  

2004 Archive ESO Garching

2005 Calar Alto

2006 Observatoire Houte Provence + Archive ESO Garching

2007 Asiago 1.8m, 1.2m and 67/92 Schmidt 

2008 La Palma INT 2.5m and the NOT 2.5m + Archive ESO Garching

2009 Rozhen Bulgaria 2.0m, 60cm and 50/70cm Schmidt 

2010 Calar Alto

2011 Moletai Observatory (Lithuania) 1.65m and 0.51/0.35m and NOT 2.5m (remote)

2012 Asiago

2013 La Palma 

2014 Rozhen Bulgaria

2015 Asiago

2016 Greece 1.3m Skinakas Obs. + ESO/NEON La Silla NTT 3.5m, and Danish 1.54m

2017  La Palma 

2018 Asiago + ESO/NEON La Silla

2019 Rozhen Bulgaria

2022 Observatoire Houte Provence

2023 Asiago (shifted to 2024)

2024 Greece (October) (+Remote observing?) + ESO La Silla





Ph.D. - NEON 

About 20 students from Europe with some exceptions. So, more 

than 100 Ph.D. students used the Asiago telescopes for the school.

(and about 500 total NEON students).

The school is addressed to students that are starting their Ph.D., 

they will need to use telescopes but they have only a little if any 

experience (no expert observers).

In addition can be considered also as a training for the young 

tutors that have to prepare a scientific program and to guide the 

students. Tutors are the backbone of the school.



Ph.D. - NEON 

Typical program of a school:

Duration of about 2 weeks. 

Basic lectures on 

- Telescope Optics, 

- Photometry, 

- Spectroscopy, 

- Astronomical detectors, 

- Introduction to Adaptive Optics
But also 

Proposal writing, 

Careers in science, 

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion, 

Introduction to optical/infrared interferometry,  

Introduction to radio astronomy, 

Dark and quiet sky protection   
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Ph.D. - NEON 

But what is the utility of the telescopes?

Students, under the guide of the tutors, have to conduct within the 

2 weeks a compete scientific program:

-  find observable targets;

- choose the instrument setup needed for the specific scientific 

goal;

- do the observations;

- reduce the data (all steps: prereduction and specific reduction); 

- prepare a final presentation. Each student must participate to the 

presentation.

 



Ph.D. - NEON 

 

 



Ph.D. - NEON 

They will therefore learn the importance of

- Accurate Flat fielding

- Accurate photomatric calibration

- Accurate wavelength calibration (instruments flexure etc.)

- etc.

And then

- quality control on the reduced data. 

- estimate of the uncertainties
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Ph.D. - NEON 

- reduce the data 
- Istruments are more + more complex

- they include a data reduction pipeline

- should we concentrate more on the quality of the reduced data 

control?

- should we only show the prereduction process without executing it 

and concentrate more on the specific data reduction?  

- what do they actually need for their scientific work?



Ph.D. - NEON 

Either way

- the emotion of beeing at the telescope all night long until dawn

- going out during the long integration and look at the sky

- waiting the CCD readout to see “if the emission line you were 

looking for is there”

- to see, touch and move a telescope 

- All this is important!

Last but not least, they have an real experience of team work in an 

international environment, really usefull for any scientist.





Laurea degrees

- Laurea in Astronomy. A long story (more than 50 years). 

Now about 70 new students every year.

- 3rd year Laboratory, 45 students. 1.2m telescope

- 2th year Laboratory–Master degree del 5to 25-30 students,

1.8m Copernico/INAF telescope

- Exoplanets –Master degree (Exopanetary Astrophysics), 

1.8m Copernico/INAF telescope

- Astrofisics of galaxies (daytime visit)

- Scuola Galileiana  (daytime visit with some observations)

- others….



Laurea degrees
3rd year Laboratory, 45 students. 1.2m telescope

- goal: first steps of date reduction of astronomical data.

 They derive the mass of a spiral galaxy measuring the Halpha 

rotation curve (only fair sky conditions needed) 

 

- Complete data prereduction process (bias, FlatField, 

wavelength calibration, flux calibration (IRAF)

- Perform a specific data reduction (python) to measure the 

velocity curve of a galaxy (including errorbars, MonteCarlo 

etc.) from the calibratetd long-slit spectrum

 

- find the mass and write the report



Laurea degrees

3rd year Laboratory, 45 students. 1.2m telescope

is not possible to make students work individually with the 

telescopes because:

  - not all are really interested

 - not feasible in pratics (too much overlap with every day 

teaching)

  - too many students

But using the telescope is a very effective and motivating 

moment of the student’s learning activity. 



My personal experience:

Color magnitude diagram of

Pleiades

Monte Porzio 1987

4th year laboratory

(F. Melchiorri, A. Natali)

42cm telescope + photometer

5 nights

2 students, working by ourself 



Laurea degrees

- Telescopes may be used more (by students who want to)

- Possible stages (5CFU planing to organize). One of the goal 

is to allow students that would like to use the telescope to use 

it.

- Same thing may be done for Ph.D. students. Should we 

organize it?



Laurea degree Thesis

- Very difficoult to count as many thesis have been 

curried out based completely or partially on data taken 

at the Asiago telescopes. 

- In the past having a strong observational experience 

with the Asiago telescopes was a good “ticket” for  post-

doc/Fellowship ESO presso La Silla and/or Paranal.

- this is not true any more, archive data are more 

suitable for a thesis (no bad weather, data already exists)



HighSchools (Asiago)

- Frequent visits

- Stages (PCTO); “Il cielo come laboratorio”

- Choosing your university career (orienting)

- With the possibility of controlling the telescopes 

remotely is possible to reach a large number of schools.

- The presence of the telescopes is fundamental to drive 

the attention (passive use?)



Schools of different levels: about 3000 students each year. Not use of the 

telescopes, basically daytime visit to the telescopes (Paolo Hocner)



By Stefano Ciroi



Discussion:

- Is this the best we can do?

- Concerning Ph.D./Laurea degree activity, what is the 

future perspective? what we are doing now will still be 

valid for the next decade?

- Should we train students to Robotic observations (to 

mimic service observing)?

- Some new idea/suggestion?
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